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Gear switch indicator

Rock the latch on the top of the tankand draw it upwards to disengage it. 6. Slightly lift the left side ... 1x Dremel or 1x sharp cutter knife. 1. Remove the Neutral ... 
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Disclaimer 



The Gear Switch Indicator v2.0 (GSI2) is designed to equip a road vehicle. The end-user acknowledges that he will use the GSI2 in accordance with the local driving rules. I won't take responsibility for any accident caused by an inappropriate use.







This product is designed to fit a BMW R1100S or BMW R1150R Rockster instrument cluster. I won't take responsibility for any damage caused by the modifications made to a GSI2 to make it fit another vehicle.







This document is an installation guide. It must be followed thoroughly. I won't take responsibility for any damage caused by deviations from this guide. However, in case there are issues during the installation, I will provide all the help I can.



Kit content The GSI2 kit you have just received includes the following components: 1 x Display unit 1 x Data cable



In addition to the GSI2 kit, you absolutely need to purchase this part: 1 x Gearbox sensor 23142333154 (also referenced as 2333154). It can come from a : o



R850RT (2002-…) / R1150RT



o



R1150GS or GS Adventure



o



R1150RS



o



K1200RS / GT / LT (1999-2004)



It looks like that :
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Preliminary work before kit installation Disassembly of the fairing



2 1



4 8 6
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3



3
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6.1



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



Withdraw the saddle. Dismount the rear view mirrors (4 screws). Remove the windshield (5 screws). Unscrew the side fairings (14 screwsincluding 4inside). Rock the latch on the top of the tankand draw it upwards to disengage it. Slightly lift the left side fairing to free it and take it out gently. 6.1.Flip the left turn indicator counter clockwise inside its mounting pod to free the fairing. 7. Redo the operation 6 and 6.1 on the right side. 8. Unscrew the headlight (4 screws) and then draw it gently forwards (2 silent blocs).Disconnect the headlight to finish. 9. Unscrew the instrument clusters’ inner covering (2 screws).



Reassembly of the fairing The reassembly of the fairing is done in the reverse order. Put Loctite 243 (blue) on the rear view mirror screws.
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Lifting the tank



3



1



2



1. To remove the first half of the air intake, unscrew the 2 screws ref. 1 (see above), then draw the intake forwards. 2. For the second part, remove the screw ref.2 and the 2 screws ref.3. Then, draw the intake upwards to release it from the air box.
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2



3. Remove the screws ref.1 and ref.2 that hold the tank in place (see below). 4. Lift the rear of the tank by a few inches, just enough to get access to the sensor plug (see page 7) 5. Wedge the tank so it doesn’t move when you operate on the plug.
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Disassembly of the instrument cluster
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1 2 For the Kit 3, only follow steps 1 to 4: 1. Unplug the instrument cluster. 2. Remove the 3 elastic fasteners that hold the cluster in place. Slide a screwdriver inside them to release them. 3. Remove the cluster by drawing it backwards. The reassembly is done in the exact reverse order.
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Disassembly of the old sensor The sensor is placed at the rear side of the gearbox.



Below is a picture, taken from the left side of the bike.



1 2



1. It is possible to dismount the sensor without withdrawing the swinging arm. For that, you will need to squeeze the pins 1 & 2 together. To do so, You can use either: -



A clamp



-



A zip tie (the easiest, in my humble opinion)



-



A pushing rod



Once you have squeezed the pins enough, the sensor should come easily to the rear.



2. Disconnect the sensor plug (yellow). It’s attached to the frame, near the left bearing of the Telelever arm. While you unroute the cable, take note of the routing for the later operations. 7



3. Once the sensor is apart, take note of the angular position of its rotating index. This is important for reassembly. You will need to make sure, that the new sensor has its axis placed at the same angle.
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Kit installation Modifications to the instrument cluster Opening the instrument cluster: 1. Unscrew the reset button of the miles counter.



2. Unscrew the back of the cluster. (6 screws)



3. Remove the 7 screws, which hold the speedometer and tachometer. Take note of the connections before you proceed. To have a better access, you can remove the screw circled in yellow too.
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4. Carefully remove the speedometer and tachometer.



Modifying the Neutral indicator housing: Before you start, make sure you have the correct tools : -



1x permanent marker



-



1x Dremel or 1x sharp cutter knife



1. Remove the Neutral indicator.



~6/16"



2. Make cutting marks with your pencil. The distances (8mm x 10mm) are measured from the top of the housing and from the locating pin on the right.



~5/16"
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3. Cut the plastic as cleanly as possible.



Drilling the connection holes 1. Tools you'll need: -



1x precise ruler



-



1x permanent marker



-



1x #21 drill bit (0.159" diameter)



2. Take the instrument cluster and face its bottom side.



0.4"



0.3"



0.3"



3. Take your pencil and mark 3 holes according to this picture.



0.4"
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4. Drill the holes with the #21 drill bit.



Installing the display module 1. Put the module in the neutral lamp cavity. You can press directly on the digital display (there is a protective film on it). The module shouldn’t protrude from the white plastic housing. If it does, simply remove the module and regrind the hole you have made to make it a bit deeper.



2. Gently remove the protective film
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Installing the data connector 1. Remove 3 nuts. You should have 3 nuts left on the connector. 2. Fit the 3 way connector in the holes you have drilled, and secure it from the



3. Secure the plug with the 3 nuts, but don’t tighten them now. Connecting the power supply 1. Find out which connections you need on the back of the speedometer.



V-



V+



2. Fit the power connectors between the PCB and the plastic legs.  V+ : Orange/White wire  V- : Orange wire



Closing the instrument cluster To close the instrument cluster, simply do the operations from page 9 in reverse order. Don’t try to put the covers from neutral lamp back in place. You won’t need them. 13



Installation on the bike Make sure you have the following items: 



1x sensor BMW ref. 23142333154 (R1150RT, R1150GS, R1150RS, K1200RS, K1200LT)







1 x data cable from the kit



Putting the sensor in place 1. Put the sensor in place. Be careful with the angular position of the index (see previous section). 2. Like for disassembly, you need to pry the sensor pins to be able to push the sensor in place. That’s where the zip tie is interesting. Just push the sensor and remove the zip tie when it’s fully in place. 3. Route the wire according to your notes.
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Connecting the data cable to the cockpit 1. Take the cockpit and face the three connection studs. 2. Connect each wire, to the cockpit in the following order : a. Top : blue b. Middle : brown c. Bottom : yellow/green To make it easier, I recommend to unscrew only one nut at a time, put the corresponding cable screw the nut back, and so on…
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Routing and connecting the data cable 1. Put the cockpit back in place 2. Route the extension cable from the front of the bike to the rear according to the pictures below. When you’re finished, the cable should reach the sensor plug. It is better to follow the original wire loom as close as possible and to attach the new cable to frame with zip ties (see the white ties in the pictures below).



plugs



To the sensor 1



2



3



3. Connect the data cable to the data plug (5 pins) at the end of the sensor cable. You can’t put it wrong. There is only one way to connect it.
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4. Cut the sides from the locking plastic tabs on the red female plug to match with the locking feature from the white plug. Make the tabs nearly 2mm wide.



5. Connect the white plug to the red one on the main loom (see picture below to make the features match). Radius



Square angle
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Gear switch indicator - BMW 

The connection is done easily by plugging the jack connector into the socket located at the rear of the instrument cluster (Kit3) or near the electronic module ...
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Air angle indicator 

By Terrencc O'Neill(EAA 5572). This air-angle indicator was first offered to EAA members in a July,. 1970 SPORT AVIATION article by. Terrence O'Neill, EAA ...
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SinkTop Switch SinkTop Switch SinkTop Switch - InSinkErator 

When you push the SinkTop Switchâ„¢ button, you switch electrical power between the two outlets on the power module. This feature allows a second appliance ...
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Image Gear 

6 juin 2016 - Alberta are unable to obtain sufficient restorative rest at the away from home terminal ... TSB Richmond Hill, ON. (905) 771-7688. Clay Finch- ...
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MCCI BUSINESS CONFIDENCE INDICATOR 

... 3,8 points (4 pourcent) entre avril et juin de cette annÃ©e et s'Ã©tablit, dÃ©sormais, Ã  98 .... entrepreneurs sur dix ont dÃ©clarÃ© que les possibilitÃ©s d'expansion et de ...
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MCCI BUSINESS CONFIDENCE INDICATOR 

l'économie mauricienne au deuxième trimestre de 2016. .... 3 : Solde des opinions des entrepreneurs sur les possibilités d'expansion sur les nouveaux marchés.
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Lampholders Indicator Lights - PDFDOKUMENT.COM 

Klar. Clair. Green. GrÃ¼n. Vert. Red. Rot. Rouge. White. Weiss. Blanc. A1. B1. C1 .... B1. C1. G1. R1. W3 with/mit/ avec. FRESNEL. Yellow. Gelb. Jaune. Blue ...... Centre and side contact: gold plated ..... SLOAN's longstanding experience and in-.
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SinkTop Switch SinkTop Switch SinkTop Switch - AJ Madison 

a dedicated, grounded 120V AC outlet that is continuously energized. â€¢ Plug disposer and/or hot water dispenser cord into power module. â€¢ Press push button to ...Termes manquantsÂ :
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Flap Position Indicator 

BUILD-IT-YOURSELF. I LIKE SIMPLE. THE flap indicator on my RV-7A was four pieces of tape on the flap showing how many degrees are dialed in. There was.
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Turn and Slip indicator 

Jul 31, 2014 - ball sealed inside a curved glass tube, which also contains a liquid to act as a damping medium. ... Skidding. The corrective action is to press -.
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GEAR SHIFT.pdf 

Replace seals if defective. See Fig. 12. 2005 MINI Cooper. 2002-07 MANUAL & AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS Gear Shift Mechanisms - Mini Cooper. Microsoft ...
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HG Gear 
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Image Gear 

Over the last few weeks, my office and I have received over 40 calls and emails from constituents and religious leaders in the community who are outraged and.
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gear pump 

API CD engine oils per SAE J183. â€¢ M2C33F or G automatic ...... Ã˜ 16.662 [.656]. 11.95-12.7 [.471-.473]. 16.05 [.632] max. 17 [.670]. B max. 18 [.709]. 5 [.020]. C/c.
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gnd switch-momentary-212mm switch-momentary-212mm switch ... 

JP1. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. JP. 2. 1. 2. 3. S1. S2. S3. S4. S5. S6. S7. R1. R2. R3. R4. R5. R6. R7. R8. R9. R10 sup 0 pas 0 pas 0 pas 0 pas 0 pas 0 pas 0 pa s. 0 pa s. 0.
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Switch Ratings 

I'll call your attention to the 250 VDC ... The physics for closing a circuit are different. Here ... narrowly defined settings. ... Poly-Fiber process in neat goodies.
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4C System Weapons & Gear 

One of the things that the 4C System rules are sorely lacking is a section on sample equipment. Sure, there are the occasional weapons and vehicles, but for the ...
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Different gear train efficiency 

chamber design in the 1275 head means the valve head can be perilously close to hitting the .... You can clearly see the colour of the beryllium- copper exhaust ...
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rocker switch 

Broan-NuTone Canada, Inc., 1140 Tristar Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1H9 .... AVEC LES MÃ‰THODES D'INSTALLATION Ã‰LECTRIQUE, FAITES APPEL Ã€ ...
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International Drug Price Indicator Guide 

1 SYRINGE (1 DOSE). 13.20. 13.2046. Buyer Median Price/Dose=12.0542. High/Low Ratio=1.21. VACCINE,DIPHTHERIA-PERTUSSIS-TETANUS VIAL (INJ).
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Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey 2006 

Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys (MICS) and Millennium Development Goals (MDG) Indicators,. Iraq, 2006 ...... publication, Sales No. E.83.XIII.2).
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Switch inverse 

... arriÃ¨re dans votre perceuse. RÃ©digÃ© par: Juan Endara. DeWalt DW997 Forward / Switch inverse Remplacement. Â© iFixit â€” CC BY-NC-SA. /Www.ifixit.com.
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Different gear train efficiency 

1275 engines are in increasingly short supply, so here's how to get the best out of your Mini's 988 lump. ast month we looked at how well a small-valved ...
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SOFTWARE GSVISW - Gear softwares 

Sep 28, 2013 - USER MANUAL. Georges STEVENS ..... As with the involute the grinding wheel dressing requires a special equipment. Since no tolerance ...
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